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Detect early signs of deterioration
Identifying deterioration long before machinery parts
become critically damaged facilitates planned repair and
scheduled shutdowns, which are vital to the smooth
running of production.
An effective method for machine performance
optimisation is to operate a condition monitoring
programme where machine performance is measured
and maintenance is carried out based on these
measurements. Vibration monitoring of rotating machinery
is considered to be the best technique for determining a
machine’s condition.

Condition based monitoring solutions such as Contor
quickly identify deterioration and ultimately benefit
manufacturers in a multitude of ways:
a
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prevent unforeseen breakdown
reduce cost of repair
maximise machine running time and machine life
maintain or even improve a company’s reputation
for on-time delivery.

Multi-point monitoring
Over 20 years experience with reliable wireless technology
has been incorporated into the Contor system enabling
operators access to crucial real-time data from multiple
points within one machine or numerous machines.

Shock and vibration measurement
The use of proven IMC shock and vibration technology within the Contor hardware provides operators with a
reliable, accurate and durable solution to long-term monitoring. The system allows regular assessment of low
frequency* shock and vibration events for the programmed operation of, for example, a CNC milling machine
where the design sets limits on cutter acceleration. Rotating parts will show a gradual increase in these
events as they wear, enabling predictive maintenance to be carried out.
* The capability to measure higher frequency values is also possible.
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The system uses a single software platform to
wirelessly acquire data from Contor units displaying
an immediate bird’s eye view of your hardware
in action. This intuitive and secure, browserbased software provides operators with real-time
vibration information and alarms for immediate
acknowledgment using desktop, tablet or mobile
devices from anywhere in the world. Make prompt
decisions on maintenance requirements at the click
of a button. It really couldn’t be easier.
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Installation and training
Unlike hard-wired systems, the use of IMC wireless
technology enables fast and non-disruptive installation, at
your convenience.
Our friendly support team not only assist with hardware and
software installation, but provide full user training
and ongoing support throughout years of use.
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